INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Stroke is considered to be a major cause of serious long-term disability[@r1]^)^. Various dysfunctions after stroke, such as hemiplegia, impaired balance, and cognitive impairment, can decrease the level of independence in activities of daily living (ADLs) among patients, making it difficult for many patients to lead an independent lifestyle. To maximize the recovery of functional independence in stroke patients, rehabilitation often includes therapeutic and compensatory programs for improving impairments and the ability to perform ADLs. However, in some patients, ADL ability might not completely recover, and nursing care might be required for such patients, even many years after stroke onset[@r2]^)^. This finding indicates that a relatively large number of stroke patients are discharged from hospitals despite having difficulties in daily living.

The patient and the patient's family members are usually concerned about whether nursing care will be required after discharge. To facilitate a smooth transition from hospital to home among stroke patients, it is important to predict each patient's level of independence in ADLs at discharge from hospital in order to prepare for necessary personal care plan and appropriate physical environment (e.g., introduction of assistive technologies and welfare services and provision of information to family members on the methods of nursing care). The predicted level of independence in ADLs at discharge also provides important information that is used by rehabilitation staff when preparing a program according to the patient's status at discharge. Although various studies have investigated the methods for predicting ADLs, no decisive method has been identified[@r3]^)^. In addition, we previously reported that a prediction model should be developed for each facility to improve prediction accuracy[@r4]^)^. However, in our experience, it is not easy to collect sufficient data to create a prediction model at a single facility because the number of patients is limited at single facilities, except at large hospitals. In brief, the sample size of usable data tends to be small. To overcome this issue, a method for creating a model with high accuracy despite a small sample size should be established.

Recently, previous studies related to stroke in elderly individuals indicated that multilayer perceptron, which is a class of feedforward artificial neural network, can create a prediction model with good accuracy[@r5], [@r6]^)^. For example, Cheng et al.[@r5]^)^ reported that the model created by multilayer perceptron achieved a good performance in predicting the occurrence of major adverse cardiovascular events in patients requiring carotid artery stenting treatment. Additionally, Colak et al.[@r6]^)^ compared three prediction models for the outcome of stroke, which were created using multilayer perceptron, knowledge discovery process, and support vector machine, and found that multilayer perceptron had a more predictive performance in predicting stroke compared with support vector machine. However, almost 300 samples were used in these studies[@r5], [@r6]^)^, and no previous study has investigated small samples, such as less than 100.

Therefore, the present study aimed to investigate whether multilayer perceptron could create a highly accurate prediction model using a small sample at a single facility. We targeted dressing, which is a relatively difficult ADL for stroke patients[@r2]^)^, and we attempted to create a model for predicting dressing independence at discharge from a rehabilitation ward, using the admission status.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS {#s2}
========================

This retrospective observational study included 82 first-stroke patients. These patients underwent rehabilitation following stroke in the rehabilitation ward of a hospital in Japan. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) admission for stroke and discharge between April 2011 and February 2014, (2) diagnosis of initial cerebral hemorrhage or cerebral infarction, (3) presence of unilateral supratentorial lesions, (4) inability to dress independently on hospitalization (five points or lower for FIM^®^ instrument dressing upper body, lower body, or both), and 5) no missing information for data analysis. All patients generally underwent occupational therapy, physical therapy, and, if necessary, speech therapy for 2--3 hours per day on weekdays and Saturdays, and for 1--2 hours per day on Sundays and public holidays. The therapies addressed issues such as ADLs, upper limb function, balance, walking, language, and cognitive ability, as necessary in each participant. Informed consent was not required because the design of our study was retrospective without intervention. However, instead of informed consent, our protocol was considered by the Institutional Review Boards of Kita-Fukushima Medical Center and Tohoku Fukushi University, and approved (No. 72, RS180103).

We assessed the medical records and gathered information about clinical variables that have been reported to be associated with dressing performance in stroke patients. These variables were age[@r7]^)^, dressing performance prior to practice[@r8]^)^, trunk function[@r7]^)^, visuospatial perception[@r7]^)^, and balance[@r9], [@r10]^)^. Cognitive function, which has been reported to affect the degree of ADL improvement[@r11]^)^, was also considered as a variable in this study. The evaluation methods for each function were decided according to previous studies[@r7],[@r8],[@r9],[@r10],[@r11]^)^. We used FIM^®^ dressing items[@r12]^)^, Stroke Impairment Assessment Set (SIAS) vertical items, visuospatial deficit items[@r13]^)^, the Berg Balance Scale (BBS)[@r14]^)^, and FIM^®^ cognitive items. These variables at the time of admission were used as independent variables in the prediction model. On the other hand, the index for dressing independence at discharge, which was a dependent variable in the prediction model, used the FIM^®^ dressing item score at discharge. The FIM^®^ dressing items included both upper and lower body items. In this study, we used the lower score of the two items as an index for the degree of dressing independence.

We compared prediction models created by multilayer perceptron with logistic regression and decision tree, which are conventionally used methods. First, we divided the participants into an independent group (FIM^®^ dressing ≥6 points) and a non-independent group (FIM^®^ dressing ≤5 points) according to the FIM^®^ dressing score at discharge. For the selection of variables to be inserted into the model, we performed inter-group comparison of each variable at admission using Student's t-test, the χ^2^ test, and the Mann-Whitney test. Next, we performed multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, and decision tree using the variables at admission that showed significant differences between the groups as independent variables and dressing independence--non-independence upon discharge as the dependent variable. For multilayer perceptron, we used a hierarchical model with one intermediate layer. For threshold adjustment, we added bias items to always output 1 in the input layer and intermediate layer. In multilayer perceptron, taking sample size into account, the variables selected with logistic regression were used as independent variables, and age was added after its division into the following four nominal scales: \<65 years, 65--74 years, 75--84 years, and ≥85 years. To prevent overtraining, we set the training sample and testing sample (used to track errors during training) ratio at 9:1. In models created with multilayer perceptron, the initial values for weighting from the input layer to the intermediate layer were determined randomly, and the prediction accuracy exhibited dependency on these. Thus, we reset the initial values 10 times and used the model with the highest prediction accuracy. For logistic regression, we used the stepwise method (likelihood ratio variable, forward selection). For decision tree, we used classification and regression trees (CART)[@r15]^)^. The maximum tree depth was set at 3, parent node smallest sample size was set at 10, and child node smallest sample size was set at 3. The Gini index, which represents impurity, was used to determine branches, and the standard error rule (± 1) was used for pruning[@r15]^)^. To compare the accuracy of the prediction models created with the different methods, we calculated the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC), classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive-predictive value, and negative-predictive value. Classification accuracy was defined as the proportion of true results, either true positive or true negative, in participants. The conformity of the predicted outcomes using each model and the actual outcomes for the patients was assessed using Cochran's Q test and the multiple comparison test (McNemar's test using Bonferroni correction).

In addition, 10-fold cross-validation was performed to evaluate the generalized performance of the models created using multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, and decision tree. For 10-fold cross-validation, all participants were randomly divided into 10 groups. A model was created using the training data of nine groups, while data in the remaining group was used as testing data. We verified accuracy 10 times. To improve evaluation bias and variance, we performed 10-fold cross-validation after adjusting the ratios of patients in the independent and non-independent subgroups to be even among the 10 groups. We calculated the mean values in 10-fold cross-validation and obtained verification data (AUROC, classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive-predictive value, and negative-predictive value). Additionally, we used Friedman's test and the multiple comparison test (Wilcoxon signed-rank test using Bonferroni correction) for comparisons among the models. Moreover, the conformity of the prediction of independence or non-independence for each model and the actual outcomes was assessed using Cochran's Q test and the multiple comparison test. The level of significance was set at 5% for all tests, and all analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

[Table 1](#tbl_001){ref-type="table"}Table 1.Stroke-related characteristics of the study patientsVariablesOverall\
(N=82)Dressing at dischargeIndependent\
(N=34)Dependent\
(N=48)Age (years)73.6 ± 12.569.3 ± 12.076.6 ± 12.0^\*\*^Men (%)56.164.750.0Right-side hemiplegia (%)42.744.141.7Post-stroke time at admission (days)36.6 ± 15.334.9 ± 15.637.7 ± 15.2Post-stroke time at discharge (days)102.6 ± 36.9101.4 ± 40.2103.5 ± 34.8Length of hospital stay (days)66.1 ± 32.366.5 ± 33.865.8 ± 31.6FIM^®^ dressing item at admission (1--7)2.4 ± 1.53.4 ± 1.41.7 ± 1.2^\*\*^SIAS verticality item at admission (0--3)2.2 ± 1.12.7 ± 0.61.8 ± 1.2^\*\*^SIAS visuospatial deficit item at admission (0­--3)2.4 ± 1.52.8 ± 0.52.0 ± 1.2^\*\*^Berg Balance Scale at admission (0--56)16.7 ± 16.026.5 ± 16.09.7 ± 11.9^\*\*^FIM^®^cognitive item at admission (5--35)22.9 ± 9.127.8 ± 7.419.4 ± 8.6^\*\*^Data are presented as mean ± SD. \*\*p\<0.01. SIAS: stroke impairment assessment set. shows the stroke-related characteristics, physical and mental functions, and degree of dressing independence among the patients. Of the 82 patients, 34 showed independent dressing and 48 showed non-independent dressing at discharge. Intergroup comparisons revealed significant differences in age, FIM^®^ dressing at admission, SIAS verticality, SIAS visuospatial perception, BBS, and FIM^®^ cognition. With regard to the creation of prediction models using these items, logistic regression created a model with age, SIAS visuospatial perception, and FIM^®^ dressing, and decision tree created a model with BBS and age ([Fig. 1](#fig_001){ref-type="fig"}Fig. 1.The models for prediction dressing independence using logistic regression, decision tree, and multilayer perceptron.If the probability calculated by logistic regression model is more than 0.5, dressing at discharge is predicted as "independence". For example, the probability of a 70 years-patient with a scores of 3 for FIM^®^ dressing and SIAS visuospatial deficit items at admission is 0.66, and dressing performance at discharge is predicted as "independence". The decision tree created a model with BBS and age, and a patient who had over 12 points for BBS and was under 87 years-old was predicted as "independence." Multilayer perceptron created a model with three intermediate layer units, and each connection between neurons were adjusted for optimal weight.SIAS: stroke impairment assessment set; BBS: Berg balance scale; H: hidden unit.). Multilayer perceptron created a model with age range, SIAS visuospatial perception, and FIM^®^ dressing as independent variables, resulting in a model with three intermediate layer units.

The classification accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive-predictive value, and negative-predictive value for the training data were the highest with the multilayer perceptron model, followed by the decision tree and logistic regression models ([Table 2](#tbl_002){ref-type="table"}Table 2.Comparison of the performance of analysis methodsAUROCCAccuracy (%)Sensitivity (%)Specificity (%)PPV (%)NPV (%)Entire datasetLR0.86574.479.267.677.669.7DT0.82481.783.379.485.177.1MLP0.93786.887.086.790.981.3Validation^†^LR0.80769.566.770.561.5\*75.8DT0.655\*65.860.868.058.9\*75.1MLP0.830\*76.862.584.585.4\*80.3^†^Mean value for 10 samples from 10-fold cross-validation. \*p\<0.05 on pairwise comparisons. LR: logistic regression; DT: decision tree; MLP: multilayer perceptron; AUROCC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; PPV: positive-predictive value; NPV: negative-predictive value.). The AUROC was the highest with the multilayer perceptron model, followed by the logistic regression and decision tree models. Cochran's Q test identified differences in the predicted outcomes using each model and the actual outcomes among the models (p\<0.05), and comparison of each pair of models revealed a significant difference between the logistic regression and multilayer perceptron models (p\<0.05).

The AUROC, classification accuracy, specificity, positive-predictive value, and negative-predictive value for the testing data in 10-fold cross-validation were the highest with the multilayer perceptron model, followed by the logistic regression and decision tree models. Only sensitivity was the highest with the logistic regression model. Cochran's Q test identified no significant differences among the groups with regard to conformity between prediction outcomes and results. However, Friedman's test and multiple comparisons indicated that the AUROC and positive-predictive value were higher with the multilayer perceptron model than with the decision tree model (p\<0.05) and logistic regression model (p\<0.05), respectively.

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

The prediction of ADL independence from admission to discharge in stroke patients is important for achieving a smooth transition to post-discharge living and for planning rehabilitation programs during hospitalization. As factors such as rehabilitation intensity, frequency, participant characteristics, and personal and physical environments differ among facilities, it has been considered important to create an individual prediction model for each facility in order to increase prediction accuracy[@r4]^)^. However, when creating a prediction model at a single facility, the sample size of usable data tends to be small. The present study compared the accuracy of models created using multilayer perceptron, which has been reported to be useful in recent years, with logistic regression and decision tree, which are conventional techniques, in order to identify the most appropriate method for creating prediction models using small samples at single facilities. The results of the present study suggested that multilayer perceptron was the most appropriate method for creating a prediction model to determine independence of ADL items in a small sample of stroke patients. Multilayer perceptron has been reported to require an extremely large sample for training[@r16]^)^. However, it appears that this method can be used to create a relatively accurate model even with a small sample if, as in the present study, the number of input layer parameters is limited with approaches, such as the adoption of variables selected with logistic regression, or the intermediate layer set to a single layer.

As in the present study, Omurlu et al.[@r17]^)^ and Colombet et al.[@r18]^)^ created prediction models using multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, and decision tree and then compared accuracy. Omurlu et al.[@r17]^)^ investigated the prediction of the presence of albuminuria in type II diabetes patients and reported that the model created with multilayer perceptron offered the highest prediction accuracy. Colombet et al.[@r18]^)^ investigated the prediction of cardiovascular risk and reported that the predictive ability of decision tree (CART) was slightly lower than the predictive abilities of logistic regression and multilayer perceptron. In addition, HeidarAbadi et al.[@r19]^)^ compared the accuracies of various classification algorithms including decision tree and multilayer perceptron for the prediction of pain in spinal cord injury patients and reported that the multilayer perceptron model had the highest prediction accuracy. As the results of our study are consistent with the results of these previous studies, our results appear to be valid.

The differences noted in predictive ability among multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, and decision tree in the present study were relatively low with a small sample. Therefore, as reported by Colombet et al.[@r18]^)^, these methods can be used in a complementary manner. For example, although multilayer perceptron might be optimal for obtaining the highest prediction accuracy, decision tree offers the advantage of easy visual comprehension of results and ease of use. Our results (that the difference in predictive ability among models was small) indicated that there would be no marked decrease in the predictive ability with the use of multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, or decision tree depending on the clinical situation.

The present study has some limitations. First, the results of this study were prediction models created using SIAS, BBS, and FIM^®^ instrument items. The possibility of obtaining different results when using other parameters cannot be denied. Second, we adopted 10-fold cross-validation that involved the use of internal data to verify validity. In the future, further verification involving a hold-out method using unknown data should be performed. Third, our results were for a single facility. Thus, similar findings need to be confirmed in other facilities for generalizability. Additionally, the purpose of the present study was to only compare the prediction accuracies of different models. Thus, the validities of the constructed models need to be investigated further.

In conclusion, our results suggest that higher accuracy could be expected with multilayer perceptron than with logistic regression and decision tree when creating a prediction model for the independence of ADL items in a small sample of stroke patients.
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